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                                    REAL-TIME DECISION ENGINES

                                
                                    Next Best Action (NBA)
                                    Identify those moments in the customer daily life to be proactive.                                    

                                

                                
                                    Subscription Engine
                                    Your customer customize their own notifications                                    

                                


                            

                            
                                
                                    CRITICAL NOTIFICATIONS

                                
                                    Gateway
                                    Infrastructure hub for specific management of critical notification processes (OTP, fraud, security)                                    

                                



                            

                            

                        

                    


                
                	
                    Solutions for Banks
                    

                            
                                
                                    Sales & Revenue
                                    Optimized communications to generate business.                                    

                                

                                
                                    Fraud and Compliance
                                    Meet regulatory compliance and security standards                                    

                                

                                
                                    Customer Experience
                                    Enhance the experience with smart notifications.                                    

                                


                            

                            
                                
                                    Critical messages
                                    Ensure that your customers receive the most important information.                                    

                                

                                
                                
                                    Geolocation
                                    Geolocated communications, right where and when you client needs it                                    
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            Error 404
            Oops,Nothing here…

            The page you’re trying to access no longer exists.
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                    Shall we discuss how we can collaborate together?                

                We are by your side to contribute more to your business
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		To offer the best experiences, we use technologies such as cookies to store and/or access device information. Consent to these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing behavior or unique identifiers on this site. Failing to consent or withdrawing consent may adversely affect certain features and functions.
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                20 years of exclusive expertise helping banks create a unique communication experience with their customers				

Global Connections, Local Solutions
				

42 banks across Europe, UK, Latin America, Central America, and more, trust in us.            

            
                	Locations
	Austin, United States
	Barcelona, Spain
	Bogotá, Colombia
	Ciudad de México, México
	Madrid, Spain
	Manizales, Colombia
	San José, Costa Rica
	Santiago de Chile, Chile
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	Next Best Action
	Subscription Rules Engine
	Critical Event Gateway
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